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Abstract
The recommendation of learning objects in virtual learning environments has become
the focus of research to improve online learning experience. Several approaches have
been presented in an attempt to model the individual characteristics of the students
and offer learning objects that best suit their particularities. Most of them, though, are
impractical in real-world scenarios due to the high computational cost as a huge
number of repositories offering learning objects such as Youtube, Wikipedia,
Stackoverflow, Github, discussion forums, social networks and many others are
available and each has a large amount of learning objects that can be retrieved. In this
work, we propose a low complexity heuristic to solve this problem, comparing it to a
classical mixed-integer linear programming model and classical genetic algorithm in
varying dataset sizes that contain from 2000 to 1360000 learning objects. Performance
and optimality were analyzed. The results showed that the proposed technique was
only slightly suboptimal, while its computational cost was considerably smaller than
the one presented by the linear optimization approach.
Keywords: Learning object recommendation, Virtual learning environment
optimization, Heuristics

Introduction
Given the popularization of the Internet, people increasingly choose online learning,
which gave rise to systems known as Virtual Learning Environments (VLE). According
to a report published by Markets and Markets (Markets 2019), the VLE market value is
expected to grow from USD 9.2 billion in 2018 to USD 22.4 billion by 2023. In turn, the
content available on such platforms has never been so vast and increases by exponential
rates what hampers its usage. In this scenario, a vital feature at the core of any VLE is the
ability to recommend the appropriate learning objects (LOs) for each learner considering
a given topic.
The learning objects recommendation problem (LORP), though, is a challenging task.
It requires a system that is able to automatically infer the behavior, cognitive level, and
learning styles (LS) of its users. The detection of these characteristics were addressed in
studies such as (Stathacopoulou et al. 2005; Crockett et al. 2011; Graf et al. 2008; Ferreira
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et al. 2016) and others. Since it is possible to detect student characteristics and recommend LOs according to these characteristics, the challenge is to choose the best possible
LOs from a given set at a given time for a specific student. Currently, there are huge LOs
repositories to be exploited, besides tools such as Google Scholar, Wikipedia, Universities
databases, YouTube, Discussion Forums and more.
Each of the repositories has a large number of LOs. As can be seen on Wikipedia website itself for example, considering only the English language, almost 6 million articles are
available and can be converted into real learning objects that can be used by recommendation systems in Smart Learning Environments (SLE). SLE are VLE that employ Artificial
Intelligence (AI) techniques to improve learning process with the required pedagogical
shift (Chen et al. 2016).
To solve LORP, previous approaches employed evolutionary computation techniques
such as Genetic Algorithms (GA), for example. These studies usually use private and
small-sized learning object datasets, as may be observed in the works of (Beliz 2018) and
(Tsai et al. 2006). However, when we increase the number of elements in a candidate
solution, GA’s do not scale well and tend to create an exponential search space. Another
notable drawback of this technique is related to the high number of evaluations of the fitness function that is typically required (Goldberg 2013). These aspects, when combined,
make its usage impracticable in real-world scenarios due to the highly cost processing and
time required.
In this paper we present and evaluate a heuristic to solve the LORP, initially proposed
in Beliz (2018). In order to validate it, the heuristic proposed in this work has been compared to a classical integer linear programming formulation for the same problem. In our
experiment, two dimensions are measured and assessed: performance and optimally. The
results show that while displaying a small mean absolute error when compared to the classical approach, its performance is considerably superior. The heuristic may also be easily
parallelize or distributed. Furthermore, in this work we evolved the tests applying the
same heuristic and comparing with results obtained with the use of genetic algorithms.
Results have shown that the proposed approach surpass other approaches to solve LORP,
indicating that is a promising approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: “Related works” section presents
some important related researches on the recommendation of LOs. “Learning objects
recommendation architecture: an overview” section presents an overview of our SLE
architecture, in which the proposed approach is being integrated, discussing some
important pedagogical and technological aspects. “Proposed approach” section formally
introduces the learning object recommendation problem and describes our approach to
efficiently solve it. “Experiments and analysis of results” section presents our methods and
materials, and presents experimental analysis and results. Finally, “Conclusion” section
concludes our work.

Related works
In Dorça et al. (2016), authors considered the learning styles model specified by Felder &
Silverman (Felder et al. 1988) to delimit students characteristics and recommend specific
learning objects that meet each of these characteristics. There are several ways of automatically inferring the LS of a student. In this work, authors employed a methodology in
which the LS are treated as probabilities, not as certainties. In this way, to start the LS
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inference, a questionnaire can be answered. Otherwise, if it fails, the system starts with
chance of 50% for each LS. In this context, the approach defines which IEEE LOM standard fields allow the classification of a learning object according to each delimited LS.
Finally, using student interactivity data and specific rules, a specialist system was created
to recommend LO.
In Mendes et al. (2017) authors proposed a technique for clustering LOs with similar
characteristics, considering LS. From this grouping schema it recommends content for a
student according to their corresponding LS. In this work, the LOs are made available in
a repository where a vectorization process is executed (feature extraction). These vectors
are created based on LO attributes extracted from the evaluation of the rules satisfied
by the system proposed by Mendes et al. (2017). Afterwards these vectors are processed,
using standard clustering algorithms, making recommendation process easier and lower
costly.
Another work that considers LOs recommendation was proposed by Christalin et al.
(2017). This work took into account three important characteristics for recommending
contents: the level of compatibility of LOs concerning the students LS, the level of complexity of LOs given the level of learners knowledge and the level of interactivity and
satisfaction of the students. A Compatible Genetic Algorithm (CGA) is applied when
a student has the same LS as a user already trained by the system. In this technique,
a modified genetic algorithm is used to reduce the search space, filling it with better
chromosomes.
Additionally, in Hwang et al. (2010) authors argue that the learning happens sequentially. In a universe of several LOs a student must go through a learning path, passing
through LOs with different degrees of relevance and similarity. Thus, a heuristic is created to determine personalized learning path. The optimization algorithm consists of two
steps: determine the relevance between each pair of learning objects, and find the quality
learning paths for individuals based on the relevant information. In this way, a learning
path can be created to guide the student.
In Gaeta et al. (2013), authors used ontologies to model knowledge domains and a
greedy algorithm to LOs recommendation process. In Júnior et al. (2012), in turn, authors
considered ontologies to represent students’ static and dynamic profiles, which are combined with software agents and an Genetic Algorithms for the recommendation of LOs
in an autonomous way.
In Menolli et al. (2012) authors used text mining techniques on wiki pages to generate
some metadata, which are reviewed by a human specialist, who can create metadata manually. Authors did not use ontologies or other semantic web technologies, which makes
the work much harder and high costly.
In relation to Wikipedia, there are many works that use it to support learning systems.
An interesting example is the approach presented in Limongelli et al. (2015), in which
the authors developed a system module to assist teachers in building courses that contain
only Wikipedia pages. The page recommendation process considers filtering by content
and social characteristics, where the teacher can benefit from the choices already made
by other users who have a similar teaching style.
In Boticario et al. (2012) authors proposed a framework for content recommendation based on standards and interoperable components that are integrated
through a service-oriented architecture. The student model stores personal information,
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preferences, learning styles according to the FSLSM, goals and competencies, progress
and indicators about attention, memory and time management. However, their work
is very much related to what is proposed here, and some differences can be highlighted. It does not consider hierarchical LOs with different granularity levels. Also,
they are not dynamically produced in a ubiquitous learning environment, and they are
not classified according to LS dimensions based on their metadata, as proposed in
this work.
In these works, the concept of LO together with the representation of standard metadata is not always explored, nor its enrichment and refinement. Considering this, the
approach proposed here aims to use the information produced by a ubiquitous learning environment to make the web-based adaptive learning process more effective, as
presented in the following section.
Furthermore, considering that dynamic personalization of learning content has been
an important research topic that comes up with intelligent techniques aimed at adapting content to students real needs, this work has the main objective of providing a more
personalised and individualised learning experience. Considering this, this work uses
a student model that adequately describes and monitors the students’ cognitive state,
considering knowledge and behaviour.
To this end, our approach considers a hybrid student model that combines an ontology and a Bayesian network dedicated to identify students’ knowledge based on their
characteristics and behavior during the learning process, as described in Araújo et al.
(2018b).
Although student modeling is not the specific interest of this work, the implemented
student modeling approach has opened several new possibilities, as the advances and
results presented in this work.
Considering the papers cited in this section, the advances of this work are related to
dynamic analysis and extraction of content from the web in order to dynamically create
new LOs during the learning process, when no suitable LOs are found in specific repositories. In addition, in this paper we propose a heuristic which has as main objective to
find a subset of LOs that covers all the concepts to be learned by the students with a minimal cost, as explained in “Learning objects recommendation architecture: an overview”
section. This is a Linear Programming problem that is known in literature as the Set Covering problem. The proposed approach has brought interesting advances and promising
results when compared to other approaches, as presented in “Experiments and analysis of
results” section.

Learning objects recommendation architecture: an overview
The main features of our approach are:
• Proposing of an ontology for modeling LOs according to IEEE-LOM standard (RISK
2002) and student modeling, whose LS are stored according to the FSLSM. The
choice of this model is due to the fact that it covers more psychological aspects than
other models (Deborah et al. 2014);
• Automatic creation of LOs based on a ubiquitous learning system for multimedia
capture and dynamic search and use of Wikipedia content considering that LOs
authoring is an arduous and time-consuming task, both in terms of design and
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preparation of the content itself, as well as the process of filling out their associated
metadata;
• An efficient heuristic for automatic recommendation of LOs considering their
quality, students learning styles and some other characteristics, as knowledge. This is
an Integer Linear Programming problem known in the literature as the Set Coverage
Problem (PCC), belonging to the NP-Hard class, as depicted later.
In this work, it is proposed a learning object recommendation approach that uses
ontologies to represent student data and to store the LOs. Each LO is associated to the
search terms that the user types in the system. According to (Gruber 1993), an ontology is an explicit specification of a shared conceptualization. Therefore, in this work, it is
applied to computationally represent students information such as personal information,
contextual information, personal preferences, online interactions, cognitive information,
and knowledge information. In addition to this information it is also possible to store
user chosen search parameters (ideal LO), permanent learning objects, suggested learning
objects and temporary learning objects.
When a student searches for content, it is the representation of a concept they want
to learn. These concepts will be provided by the LOs that are stored in the ontology. If
the LOs do not exist yet, a search will be done in Wikipedia, in order to try to obtain
an adequate content. The permanent LO is the information that is already stored in the
ontology, the suggested LO are the objects that the system returns after the student’s
search, and the temporary LO are the contents extracted from Wikipedia.
After the extraction from Wikipedia the objects are categorized using the IEEE-LOM
standard (RISK 2002) and extensions such as the Customized Learning Experience Online
(CLEO) (Taliesin 2003). The LO metadata contain the following fields:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Title: Name given to a LO;
Description: Description of the LO content;
Keywords: Describes the topic of the LO;
Type of interactivity: Predominant LO learning mode, which can be active,
expositive or mixed;
Type of learning resource (CLEO Extension): Corresponds to the predominant
type(s) of LO, such as an exercise;
Level of interactivity: It represents the degree of interactivity of the LO to the
learner, being able to assume the values very low, low, medium, high or very high;
Semantic density: Refers to the number of concepts quoted per unit of time or
content presentation time, which can be very low, low, medium, high or very high;
Difficulty level: It is linked to the level of difficulty of the LO for the target
audience, which can be very easy, easy, medium, difficult or very difficult.

Once an object has been extracted from Wikipedia and subsequently categorized, if
appropriate for the intended concept, it can become a permanent LO, inserting the new
objects into the ontology. The LO can then be reused in a new search. The Learning
Resource Type field from IEEE-LOM is extended here with metadata vocabulary provided by CLEO (Customized Learning Experience Online). This provide more flexibility
and opens up new possibilities in the recommendation process, allowing to provide personalized content to a large amount of different students profiles. The previous work has
mapped a subset of IEEE-LOM fields that can define different dimensions of the FSLSM
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and proposed an automatic and dynamic approach to classify LOs (Dorça et al. 2016).
Rules were developed to estimate the relationships between the FSLSM and IEEE-LOM
fields.
The CLEO extended vocabulary for the Learning Resource Type field has also been
mapped out to different dimensions of the FSLSM in order to allow personalized recommendation considering specific LS. Analogy, example, non example, practice and scenario
represent CLEO’s learning resource types that best suit sensing learners because they tend
to be facts-oriented and they prefer concrete and practical content.
Intuitive learners prefer abstract content, such as definitions, demonstrations, glossaries, and guidelines. Reflective learners prefer abstract content in which they can learn
through observations in passive way. LOs containing analogies, definitions, demonstrations, examples, non examples, glossaries, notes, presentation, scenarios or summary tend
to be preferred by such kind of learners. On the other hand, assessments and their items,
community resources and practical content are LOs that directly induces productive
action, and therefore they are better accepted by active learners.
Visual learners prefer LOs that address information in a visual way, such as illustrations and items that attract their attention. Textual or oral content are preferred by verbal
learners. Assessments, community resources (such as chats), definitions, demonstrations,
glossaries, introductions, notes, and objectives are more appropriate for them.
It is known that sequential learners prefer to learn in a progressive and linear way. A
guidance content is important for this kind of learner. On the other hand, global learners
need an overview of the content and then make connections between the topics. LOs that
contain outlines, overviews or summaries are suitable for global learners.
In addition, in this proposal a Ubiquitous Learning Environment (ULE), previously presented in Araújo et al. (2017b, 2018b), records activities in an instrumented classroom,
as shown in Fig. 1, with an electronic whiteboard, projectors, microphones and videocameras. In such scenario, various multimedia artifacts are generated in a single capture
session. Therefore, those environments have the potential to generate a huge amount of
LOs that could become useless if students cannot easily find what they need. In this way,
the main goal of the approach presented in this paper is to fine tune the recommendation
process of an existing computational architecture for personalizing and recommending
educational content.
Recording lectures for later retrieval, multimedia authoring and improving learning
through the Web have become increasingly used to enhance the interactivity between
instructors and students. In this context, LOs have become an important tool to

Fig. 1 Instrumented Classroom for Ubiquitous Learning Environment (Araújo et al. 2018b)
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restructure pedagogical practices and improve learning experiences in advanced learning
environments.
This system can assume a role of a LO generator, including its metadata. It has already
more than 600 lectures captured and thousands of LOs generated. Its ubiquity happens
at two different moments: when lectures are captured by computational devices in side a
classroom and generates LOs; and when students access this content through a contextualized interface. Eventually, this repository tends to become larger and larger. In this
context, strategies associated with smart data analysis and machine learning techniques
for organizing LOs repositories are very welcome. Considering this, studies for clustering LOs based on LS have been conducted and can be found in Dorça et al. (2017) and
Mendes et al. (2017).
For searching and recovering LOs efficiently, their metadata fields must be filled out
with the largest possible amount of consistent values, which is a high costly process. The
manual filling of metadata requires much time and effort from tutors, and may lead to
mistakes and errors, resulting in inconsistent metadata. In this context, multimedia capture systems can support the semi-automatic filling of LOs metadata, minimizing the
time and effort spent on their creation and avoiding erroneous input, resulting in more
consistent metadata.
In this context, Fig. 2 presents an architecture overview of this system. It combines
Capture and Access concepts (a ubiquitous computing subarea) together with Intelligent
Tutoring Systems (ITS) concepts for providing personalized content to students (Araújo
et al. 2018b).
Following, a brief description of this architecture is presented. The domain model
manages information concerning the application domain, which is related to the offered
courses. Once LOs and their metadata are available, students’ characteristics need to
be gathered in order to customize the content individually. Such characteristics should
be stored in a student model capable of representing students’ behavior and skills. An

Fig. 2 Architecture overview (Araújo et al. 2018b)
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ontology has been created with the purpose of representing students’ characteristics and
running inferences about their performance.
As a default cognitive feature, the architecture implements a structure to store the
Learning Style (LS) of students and LOs according to the Felder-Silverman Learning Styles
Model (FSLSM). The storage structure for this information is composed of eight numeric
values from 0 to 100 (two for each dimension) representing the tendency of preference for
each one of the learning styles dimensions by students, which gives a probabilistic nature
to this information and indicates that students do not have a fixed preference for an LS. As
a consequence, students preference for a learning style can evolve over time, as presented
in Dorça et al. (2013).
This architecture includes a structure that allows LOs to be classified according to the
FSLSM, which is used to recommend educational content based on students’ LS. This
structure consists of eight numeric values – two for each dimension – that represent the
probability (or tendency) of the respective LO comply with each LS.
Once defined both LOs and the way students are represented, it is possible to design
algorithms able to choose and recommend LOs that best fits students’ needs into a
given context. Considering Fig. 2, the Pedagogical Model, also called tutoring module, is
responsible to select the best content or learning activity at a given time. It uses LOs metadata stored in the Knowledge Base and information from the Student Model to create
strategies to present LOs in an individualized way. In this context, it must use intelligent
mechanisms to guide students in their learning path considering individual needs aiming
at maximizing their performance. Such strategies also consider information related to the
course design defined in the Domain Model. This is a complex problem depicted in next
section, considering our LORP solving approach. Curriculum sequencing, interactive
problem-solving support, and intelligent analysis of student solutions are the traditional
intelligent techniques applied in ITS.
Our approach establish connections between the knowledge space stated by the
Domain Model and the hyperspace, considering Wikipedia sections for example, as
shown in Fig. 3. To be able to create such connections, the domain knowledge
and the educational content must be well-structured. It could be compared to the
Domain model of traditional ITS, which comprises a set of small domain knowledge
elements.

Fig. 3 Connections between the Domain Model and the Hyperspace (Araújo 2017)
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The main goal of this paper is to present an approach able to identify which concepts must be presented, and which LOs must be dynamically linked to each concept,
considering a particular student, and how to sequence them.
Next section describes in more detail the LOs recommendation problem, which is the
main concern of this paper, and our proposed approach to solve it. The proposed solution
is being integrated to the architecture presented in Fig. 2, and its implementation is being
done at the Pedagogical Module, inside the Personalization/Recommendation Engine.
Once this integration is done, experiments and validation with real students in real learning scenarios will be executed. For this paper, we present empirical results and analysis
considering simulated scenarios. The results presented in this paper are prominent, and
shows that this is a promising approach. The architecture presented in Fig. 2 have been
tested considering different scenarios and techniques. Experiments for validation with
real students in real different learning scenarios have been done, as can be seen in Araújo
et al. (2017a, 2018a, b); Ferreira et al. (2019a, b). Following, we depict and discuss details
related to our proposed approach for automatic and dynamic content recommendation.

Proposed approach
This section presents the proposal of a low complexity heuristic to solve the learning
objects recommendation problem. The main goal of the proposed approach is to accurately recommend LOs for a given concept considering a specific student. Recurrently,
the same LO can attend several concepts, and therefore the system has to choose the best
LOs to a specific concept. To illustrate the problem, consider a situation where a student needs to learn five concepts, which belong to the finite set X = {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 }
considering a collection of subsets of X given by F = {LO1 , LO2 , LO3 , LO4 , LO5 , LO6 },
where LO1 = {C1 , C2 }, LO2 = {C3 }, LO3 = {C4 }, LO4 = {C5 }, LO5 = {C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 },
LO6 = {C2 , C3 }. Each LO of F has an assigned a cost, respectively, given by the cost vector
(3, 7, 1, 1, 4, 2).
In this approach the cost represents how appropriate the object is to meet the student’s
personal preferences. A LO can carry the necessary learning content, however it may not
be the most suitable to meet the student’s learning style for example. The higher the cost
of an object, the less suitable it is to meet those preferences.
The goal is to find a subset of LOs of F that covers all the elements (concepts) of X with
a minimal cost. This is a Linear Programming problem that is known in literature as the
Set Covering problem. It is an NP-Hard problem and, for the aforementioned problematic
situation, we have the following solution S = {LO1 , LO3 , LO6 }.
Given a matrix aij with m rows and n columns, Set Covering is a problem of line coverage by a set of columns with minimal cost. Let xj = 1, if the column j (with cost cj > 0) is
in the solution, and xj = 0 otherwise. The Set Covering formulation is given by the Eqs. 1
and 2:
Minimize

n


cj xj

(1)

j=1

Subject to

n


aij xj ≥ 1, i = 1, . . . , m,

j=1

xj ∈ {0, 1}.

(2)
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The restrictions of Eq. 2 ensures that each line is covered by at least one column. Notice
that the columns of the matrix correspond to the LOs and the rows to the concepts.
The cost of choosing an LOj depends on how close this LO is to the ideal. The LOideal
has a quality parameter and other user-defined parameters of the tool that implement
the approach. The other LOs, which have these same parameters, are compared with
the LOideal . Formally, let αi be the value of the parameter i. The function cj of Eq. 1 is
calculated for each pair of LOideal parameters and a LOj :
cj =

x

(|αi(ideal) − αi(j) |)

(3)

i=1

where x is the number of parameters, αi(ideal) is a parameter of LOideal and αi(j) is a parameter of LOj . Thus, the smaller the difference between the analyzed LO and the Ideal LO,
the lower the cost. The total cost is given by the sum of the differences between the Ideal
LO and analyzed LO.
To solve this LORP, previous tests were performed in a set of 200 LO’s being 114
retrieved from Wikipedia articles and other 86 were randomly created respecting the
metadata needed to characterize them as learning objects obtained from Wikipedia.
Eighty six were randomly created respecting the metadata needed to characterize them
as learning objects obtained from Wikipedia. Out of 200 objects created 190 serve one
single concept and 10 of them serve two.
To find an appropriate set and sequence of LOs to be recommended to students, it has
been used a genetic algorithm, obtaining good recommendation results. However, this
type of algorithm becomes impracticable considering a real scenario, when the search
universe is huge, like our current LOs repository. As the student will be waiting for an LO
when he is accessing the AVA, it is desirable that the response time is almost real time,
otherwise it can cause impatience or even cause the student to give up on the platform.
The approach using a Genetic Algorithm find appropriate LOs to solve a problem set
but it spend impracticable response times in a search space of 2000 LO’s as presented in
Table 2. It is worth mentioning that the number of LO’s retrieved from the web may be
much greater that this. So, in this work it is proposed a heuristic to solve this problem,
taking into account much larger search spaces.
The core intuition of this heuristic is that starting from a list of required concepts, the
LOs that matches the learning style of an apprentice while displaying a greater concept
coverage tend to offer better candidates for a final solution. The proposed heuristic is
described by Algorithm 1.
As input, the algorithm receives a list of required concepts R, the user’s learning style U
and also the list of learning objects L that in turn, contain at least one required concept in
R. In the first part of the algorithm (Rank), we iterate over the elements of L calculating
its rank. According to the line 3, the attribution cost of each LO x to the user U (Cost =
|αx − αU |) is inversely amplified by the proportion of coverage of x with respect to R
(Count = the quantity of concepts of x that are present in R). The line 4 perform a sorted
insertion of the element x into the list F, using the new property xrank as the sorting key.
The second part (Selection) regards selecting LO’s that will compose the solution. In
this stage, (line 10) we iterate over the sorted set F, and whenever we found an LO x that
adds a new required concept to the temporary concepts list t, we add it to the solution
S. The algorithm stops (line 19) when the temporary concepts list t contains the same
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Algorithm 1: The proposed heuristic
Data: L - LO’s which covers at least one required concept
Data: R - The list of required concepts
Data: U - The learner learning style
Result: A possible solution

3
4

10

F ←− ∅
for x ∈ L do
xrank ← Cost(x, U)(2 −

Count(xconcepts , R)
)
Length(R)

InsertSort(F, x, xrank )
end
t ←− ∅
S ←− ∅
for x ∈ F do
included ← False
for xconcept ∈ xconcepts do
if not xconcept in t and xconcept in R then
AddItem(xconcept , t)
included ← True
end

16

19

end
if included is True then
AddItem(x, S)
end
if Length(t) = Length(R) then
break
end
return S
end

number of elements of the required concepts R. Notice that in practice, the algorithm
tends to scan only the head of the ordered set F what improves its performance. The total
cost of the final solution is given by Eq. 3 applied over the solution set S.
The proposed approach has an order of complexity close to O(n) such that n is the
number of LO’s in L. Another important aspect of this approach is that it may be easily
parallelized or distributed across multiple machines in a cluster. Its first step - when one
compute the LO rank - calculations are performed independently from each other and,
therefore, fits the mapping stage in an event stream.

Experiments and analysis of results
In our experiment, the proposed heuristic was evaluated over two dimensions: Performance level (time spent in milliseconds) and optimality. We compared its results with
those achieved by a mixed-integer linear programming formulation, referred to in this
work as the classical method. In this approach, if the problem formulation satisfies the
requirements (convex and nonempty constraint region), then it is guaranteed to find an
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optimal solution in one of its vertices. Thus, comparing the proposed heuristic to an
optimal method enabled us to verify its suboptimality level safely.
In addiction, at this time we implemented the a genetic algorithm using tournament
selection, two-point crossover, one-flip bit mutation operator and elitism strategy. The
genetic algorithm was compared to the proposed heuristics and the exact method. Unlike
the approach considered in the work analyzed (Beliz 2018), we try to use the proposal of
genetic algorithms in much larger search spaces, as proposed by this approach.
Both approaches were implemented in Python language. While the heuristic and genetic
algorithm employed only pure Python, the mathematical programming approach was
modeled using the OR-Tools library (Google 2018) which is an open source framework
for modelling optimization problems such as linear optimization and constraint programming. The formulation was identical to the set covering problem described by
Eqs. 1, 2, and 3. The solver, in this case, was the integer linear programming (MILP)
GLPK (Makhorin 2008) which is a well-known tool for solving large-scale set covering
problems.
We opted to create nine different LO datasets containing, respectively, 2k, 4k, 8k, 16k,
32k, 64k, 120k, 340k, 680k, and 1.360M registers. The generated LOs exhibit the same
characteristics presented by Belizário (Beliz 2018). Each of them cover at least one and at
most twelve concepts from a given universe of 50 possible concepts. Moreover, a random
quality and learning style are assigned following the classification proposed by Felder and
Silverman (Felder et al. 1988).
Six separated problem sets were also generated. They represent possible user queries
and each of them contains a number of required concepts to which the system must find
an optimal solution. Table 1 presents each problem and its required concepts. We also created a special problem set that was intended to capture situations where the system must
return the whole content of a fictional course. This special case contained 70 randomly
chosen concepts taken from the same universe of concepts described above.
For each dataset we executed all problem sets. At each experiment, the approach has
to find the best LO subset that covers the set of concepts described on the problem set.
We measure the approach performance with respect to its response time in milliseconds.
Optimality is observed through the Mean Absolute Error between classical approach and

the proposed heuristic (MAE = n1 ni=1 |yi − ŷi |).
To validate the efficiency of the proposed approach, two items were evaluated. The
first one concerns the response time of the heuristic in relation to the classical algorithm
(see Fig. 4). Notice that the classical linear programming algorithm have an exponential
behavior as the number of constraints (number of LOs to be evaluated) increases.

Table 1 Problem sets
Problem set

Required concepts

PS1

C1 , C3 , C12 , C17 , C24

PS2

C19 , C22 , C33 , C37 , C12 , C21

PS3

C61 , C14

PS4

C13 , C14 , C15

PS5

C3 , C21 , C33 , C45 , C47 , C52 ,
C55 , C17 , C18 , C54 , C9 , C27 , C69

PS6

C22
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Fig. 4 Average response time of the proposed heuristic in relation to the classical algorithm

The genetic algorithm proposed by Belizário, despite being efficient in the context presented by him, proved to be inefficient when the search space is large as the situation
proposed in this work. For a search space of 2000 learning objects (the smallest search
space presented by this work) the execution time and cost were much higher than the
other approaches as can be seen in the Table 2.
Over 2000 learning objects the use of the genetic algorithm becomes impractical
making its comparison with other algorithms in large search spaces impossible.
As expected, the behavior of the classical algorithm and heuristic tested showed to
be similar at 16k learning objects. From this point on, it is observed that the classical approach exponentially increases its average response time as the volume of LO’s
increases. At 64k, one might notice that the difference is already in several orders of magnitude. The proposed heuristic on the other hand was linear, with a predictable response
time variation. Another important aspect the heuristic is that at the selection stage (Algorithm 1), the algorithm scanned, on average, only the first eight elements of the ranked
list to generate its solutions.
Table 3 shows the response time of the proposed heuristic in each set of learning objects
in each of the six problem sets analyzed. The table also shows the average response time

Table 2 Comparison in cost and time (seconds) of the 3 approaches
Classical algorithm

Problem set

Proposed heuristic

Genetic algorithm

Cost

Time

Cost

Time

Cost

Time

PS1

3

13.25x10−3

3

2.47x10−3

21

425.67

PS2

3

19.44x10−3

4

3.38x10−3

16

451.48

PS3

1

9.89x10−3

1

2.49x10−3

5

237.87

PS4

2

14.18x10−3

2

3.30x10−3

9

296.59

PS5

5

25.50x10−3

9

4.38x10−3

33

679.94

PS6

1

6.18x10−3

1

2.48x10−3

2

86.49
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Table 3 Response time of the proposed heuristic for each set of LO
LO set

Time (seconds)
Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Set 4

Set 5

Set 6

Average Time

2000

0.008

0.009

0.005

0.006

0.017

0.004

0.008

4000

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.04

0.01

0.017

8000

0.04

0.04

0.02

0.03

0.08

0.02

0.0389

16000

0.09

0.09

0.05

0.07

0.18

0.03

0.086

32000

0.23

0.22

0.11

0.14

0.46

0.08

0.205

64000

0.50

0.52

0.26

0.33

1.17

0.16

0.49

120000

1.16

1.22

0.52

0.75

2.92

0.35

1.15

340000

5.34

5.41

2.00

3.0

15.05

1.12

5.32

680000

16.31

16.00

5.30

8.6

51.46

2.63

16.71

1360000

54.73

53.83

15.55

25.93

184.53

6.73

56.88

in each LO set. Table 4 presents the response time values of the classic algorithm as well
as the mean response time in each problem analyzed in a given LO set.
For all problem sets, considering the variable response time, the heuristics obtained the
shortest average times. The classical approach in turn, obtained larger values, according
to the Tables 3 and 4
The second evaluation regards the optimality of the heuristic. The Table 5 presents the
experimental results. One may observe that the proposed heuristic presented variations,
demonstrating that, although sometimes the optimal value is not found, a good alternative
is offered with a much lower computational cost. The results of the heuristic show that its
performance worsens when we increase the number of concepts in an instance. Finally,
it can be noticed that the two evaluated items (performance and optimality) follow the
expectations, corroborating with the hypothesis of heuristic efficiency and is usable in
real world scenarios, with millions of LOs to be assessed.
In this section experiments and analysis of results were presented in details. Based on
simulation, the mathematical model has been properly tested, and it has proven to be
more effective than other previously proposed approaches. This kind of experimental
analysis considering simulated environment has proven to be very practical and useful to
validate this kind of approach. It is very difficult (or impossible), and highly cost, to validate this kind of approach in real learning scenarios, considering real students, due to the
need resources and time consuming.
Table 4 Response time of the classic algorithm for each set of LO
LO set

Time (seconds)
Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Set 4

Set 5

Set 6

Average Time

2000

0.03

0.04

0.02

0.03

0.08

0.02

0.04

4000

0.06

0.06

0.03

0.05

0.14

0.021

0.06

8000

0.14

0.13

0.07

0.10

0.32

0.046

0.14

16000

0.36

0.38

0.16

0.25

0.74

0.11

0.33

32000

0.99

1.12

0.50

0.67

1.97

0.31

0.93

64000

3.51

3.19

1.66

2.20

6.12

0.97

2.94

120000

10.68

10.44

4.84

6.70

17.53

2.94

8.86

340000

74.78

74.17

35.38

47.20

117.45

20.11

61.52

680000

284.29

285.79

132.87

183.54

444.50

77.95

234.82

1360000

1103.89

1124.32

534.63

711.28

1727.24

305.41

917.79
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Table 5 Accuracy of the heuristic in relation to the classical algorithm for each set of LO
Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Set 4

Set 5

Set 6

MAE

2000

1

1

0

0

2

0

0.67

4000

1

1

0

0

1

0

0.50

8000

1

0

0

0

1

0

0.33

16000

1

0

0

0

3

0

0.67

32000

1

0

0

0

3

0

0.67

64000

1

0

0

0

2

0

0.50

120000

0

0

0

0

1

0

0.17

340000

0

0

0

0

3

0

0.50

680000

0

0

0

0

3

0

0.50

1360000

0

0

0

0

3

0

0.50

Simulated experimental analysis of mathematical models and algorithms like this are
important and valuable tool to allow the advancing of the state-of-the-art in our research
field. Thus, our next step is to use the proposed approach, already validated, to perform controlled experiments with large groups of students in a real learning scenarios,
evaluating other aspects related to the quality and efficiency of the proposed approach.

Conclusion
According to the obtained results, it can be concluded that the approach proposed in
this work was superior to the method that uses a classical mixed-integer linear programming formulation and the genetic algorithm to solve the set covering problem of learning
objects recommendation. It presented an almost linear time to find the solution to the
proposed problems. In addition, its accuracy proved to be close to that of the classical
approach, validating the hypothesis that the proposed heuristic is feasible to solve this
type of problem.
In this way, as real-world learning objects repositories exhibit a large number of records,
the proposed approach becomes particularly relevant. It may find an adequate set of
learning objects faster than classical algorithms. Moreover, techniques such based on
evolutionary algorithms are not able to achieve the same performance, highlighting the
importance of new complementary studies to this work.
As future works, our next step is to use the proposed approach, already validated, to
perform controlled experiments with large groups of students in a real learning scenarios,
evaluating other aspects related to the quality and efficiency of the proposed approach.
In this case, control groups and experimental groups should be tested and statistically
validated considering different aspects.
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